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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we propose a novel fractal image compression tech-
nique, which does not require iteration at the decoder. The main
problem relating to the conventional non-iterative algorithm is that
the smooth region cannot be coded efficiently, since the size of the
range block is limited to be less than 8 � 8.

�
We alleviate this problem

by generating two codebooks from planarly approximated image.
In other words, the first codebook is generated by the smoothing
operator for large and smooth range blocks and the second code-
book is generated by the spatial contraction operator for small and
active range blocks, respectively. The computer simulation re-
sults on the real images demonstrate that the proposed algorithm
provides much better performance than most other fractal-based
coders, in terms of the subjective quality as well as the objective
quality (PSNR). Moreover, the proposed algorithm is very fast in
decoding, since it does not require iteration at the decoder.

1
�

. INTRODUCTION

Fractal compression, which is based on the IFS (iterated function
systems) proposed by Barnsley [1], is a new approach to image
coding recently. Most fractal coders[2] attempt to find a contraction
map whose unique attractor approximates the source image. In the
decoder, the map is applied iteratively to an arbitrary image to
obtain the attractor. If the map can be represented with less bits
than the source image, a coding gain is obtained.

In these fractal coders, the iteration number at the decoder
depends on the source image, and the degradation of the attractor
cannot be exactly predicted in the encoding process. Lepsøy et
al. solved these problems by introducing a sufficient condition for
iteration-free decoding [3]. Though [3] is very fast in decoding, the
main problem is that the smooth region cannot be coded efficiently,
due to the fact that range block larger than 8 � 8 cannot be used.
In [3], notice that the size of the domain block should be square of
the size of the range block.

In this paper, attempts have been made to extend the Lepsøy’s
non-iterative algorithm, so that the proposed algorithm is capable
of employing the range block as large as 16 � 16 or 32 � 32 by
incorporating the smoothing operator, instead of the spatial con-
traction operator, into the domain-range mapping for encoding the
large and smooth range block. From the point of view that fractal
coding is a self-VQ scheme [4], the proposed algorithm generates
two codebooks from planarly approximated image. More specifi-
cally, the first codebook is generated by the smoothing operator for
large and smooth range block and the secondcodebookis generated
by the spatial contraction operator for small and active range block.

B
�

y selecting the codebook, according to the characteristics of the
r	 ange block, the proposed algorithm provides better performance
th



an the Lepsøy’s algorithm.

2. BACKGROUND

At the fractal encoder, the source image is partitioned into the range
bl
�

ocks �� (0 ������� ), and each ��� is approximated by one or
m� ore fixed-basis-blocks ��� ’s and a domain block ��� �"!$# in the same
image, which is larger than the range block. The approximation of
th



e %'& is given by
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whH ere IKJ1LNM is the index or location of the optimal domain block
andO the PRQ S ’s are real coefficients, respectively. The linear operatorTVU

shrW inks the X�Y@Z"[$\ to the range block’s size, shuffles the pixels,
andO scales the greytone by a real factor sequentially [2].

The image to image mapping are composed of these blockwise
mappings for each ]'^ . In Jacquin’s algorithm [2], the mapping
shoulW d be contractive for the iterated images to converge, and the
i
_
teration number is dependent on the source image. Øien and

Lepsøy alleviated these problems by modifying the linear operator`Va
[5], in which the approximation of the range block b�c is defined

asO d
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whH ere �j�1����� are real coefficients, respectively, and the fixed-basis-
bl
�

ock � is constant block where all pixel values are 1. The spatial
cont� raction operator � sW hrinks the domain block to the size of the
range block by decimation, and the isometry operator �l� shuf-
fles
�

the pixels. Notice that these two operators are same as the
Jacqui
�

n’s method. Let the �����C�+�1��� �"�$�1� be  ¢¡ ,£ then the orthogo-
n¤ alization operator ¥ transforms ¦¢§ in

_
to ¨ª©« , by projecting it onto

t


he orthogonal complement of ¬�t®G¯±°@²�³ .´ The introduction of this

orµ thogonalization operator does not change the attractor, and the
oµ ptimal ¶j·1¸�¹�º coefficients can be directly obtained by projection
ofµh»'¼ onto ½�¾�¿GÀÂÁRÃªÄÅ1Æ and Ç�ÈtÉGÊÂË@Ì�Í respectively, since ÎªÏÐ and Ñ
arO e orthogonal to each other. Moreover, if 2 ÒÔÓ 2 Õ and 2 ÖØ× 2 Ù arO e
t


he size of the range block and the domain block, respectively, then

th



e iteration number Ú is fixed, regardless of the source image,
giÛ ven by Ü

ÝßÞáàâ¢ãåäGæGç (3)



where èNénê d
ë

enotes the smallest integer greater than ì .´
Lepsoy et al. proposed a non-iterative decoding algorithm [3],

as a special case of the above method. In Eq.(3), if the size of the
domain block is square of the range block’s size ( íïî 2

ðòñ
)
ó
, only

one iteration is sufficient for the mapping to converge.
This non-iterative algorithm can be interpreted in the following

way: Let the size of ô'õ and ö�÷@ø"ùûú be 4 ü 4 and 16 ý 16, respectively,
and the þyÿ������ be composed of 16 consecutive range blocks, then
the DC values for each ��� i

_
s contained in the 	�
 coef� ficient, and

other AC informations are transmitted to the decoder via �� coef� -
ficient, isometry operator ��� , and the location of the domain block������� .´ Though the ��������� is not known to the decoder, the spatially
contracted domain block ���� "!$#�%�&(' can be exactly reconstructed
from the ) coef� ficients of the 16 range blocks, which compose the*"+$,�-�.

, at the decoder. Therefore the attractor can be reconstructed
without iteration. But, in this algorithm, the size of range block is
limited to be less than 8 / 8. If the size of the range block is 16 0 16,
the size of the domain block increases to 256 1 256, to ensure the
details of the attractor. But notice that the size of the domain block
is very large compared to that of the range block. Therefore there
would be little chance of good domain-range mapping.

As in the self-VQ scheme, the Lepsøy’s algorithm generates
the codebook by spatially contracting the approximated image,
in which each range block is approximated by a constant block.
Generalizing this notion, if the source image is approximated by
one or more fixed-basis-blocksand the codebook is generated from
the approximated image, rather than the source image, then the
attractor can be reconstructed without requiring iteration at the
decoder.

3. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

As mentioned previously, the problem relating to the Lepsøy’s non-
iterative algorithm is that the smooth region cannot be encoded
efficiently, since the size of the range block is limited. We alleviate
this problem by generating the codebook which is suitable for large
and smooth range blocks, as well as small and active range blocks.
Let us describe the proposed algorithm subsequently.

3.1. Encoding Algorithm

First, we partition the source image into the range blocks of vari-
able size by planar approximation. Secondly, two codebooks are
generated from this planarly approximated image, one for active
range blocks and the other for smooth range blocks. Then, each
range block is encoded using these codebook by block matching
algorithm.

STEP 1. Partitioning the source image and planar approxima-
tion : By employing the quadtree structure [6], the source image
is partitioned into the range blocks of maximum size 32 2 32 and
minimum size 4 3 4, according to the complexity. First, 32 4 32

5
block is approximated by plane, and if the approximation error is
larger than the pre-specified threshold, then it is decomposed fur-
ther into four smaller 16 6 16 blocks. This process is repeated until
the planar approximation error becomes smaller than the threshold
or 4 7 4 block is generated. Three fixed-basis-blocks 8:9(;�9=< arO e
used for planar approximation in our approach. The pixel value for>:?A@

bl
�

ocks increase linearly in x,y direction respectively, and theB
bl
�

ock is constant block. If the block’s size are CEDGF , then these

t


hree block are defined as
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soW that they are orthogonal to each other. By projecting each block}�~
t


o the subspace spanned by these three orthogonal basis, the

optµ imal planar approximation �� is obtained as
������ ���������J�����$���k�����$�

� ���:�(�� ¢¡£k¤:¥¦¤¨§ ¤ª©¬«k�®=¯�°¢±²k³µ´A³T¶ ³¸·ª¹»º�¼n½�¾µ¿À¸Á�ÂAÁÄÃ Á�Â (5)

whH ere Å�ÆÈÇAÉÄÊ denotes the inner product of Ë and Ì .´
The smooth region is approximated by a large plane, and is

pÍ artitioned into large range blocks, while active region (such as
eÎ dge) is partitioned into small range blocks. In this paper, 4 Ï 4
orµ 8 Ð 8

�
range block is referred to as actÑ ive range block, and

16 Ò 16 or 32 Ó 32
5

range block is referred to as smÔ ooth range
bl
Õ

ock, respectively.

ST
Ö

EP 2. Generating the codebook : In STEP 1, the source
im
_

age × i
_
s approximated blockwise by plane using the quadtree

stW ructure. Let us denote the planarly approximated image by ØÙ . As
m� entioned previously, the ÚÛ i

_
s transformed into codebooks Ü 1 andÝ

2.´ More specifically, the Þ 1 is a codebook for active range block,
andO the ß 2 is a codebook for smooth range block, respectively.

S
à

patial contraction operator is used to transform the áâ into
th



e ã 1; i.e.,£ the pixel value for the ä 1 is
_

the average value of the
consecut� ive 4 å 4 pixels in the æç .´ The spatially contracted image
(
è
codebook) é 1 is

_
more detailed than the êë ,£ making it suitable for

t


he highly detailed active range blocks.

But, the planarly approximated image ìí is observed to be
inappropriate to encode the smooth range blocks, since it yields
m� uch visible blocking artifact. Thus, it is transformed into the
cur� ved surface î 2 by a smoothing operator. In our approach, 9 ï 9
moving average filter is used as the smoothing operator.

ST
Ö

EP 3. Block matching : Each range block ð�ñ is now encoded
usiò ng the codebook ó�ô (k=1 for active range block, k=2 for smooth
r	 ange block). The range block õ�ö is approximated by the constant
bl
�

ock ÷ andO a codebook vector øEù (0 úüûþý ÿ � ),ó which is the
bl
�

ock in
���

, of the same size as the ��� .
For each � ,£
	�� is

_
first transformed into ��� , which is orthogonal

to



the spanÔ �
��� . The ���� is obtained from

������ ���! #"%$�&('*),+-%.0/*.,1 .02 (6)

Then,
3

the approximated block 45�687 9 ofµ;:�< by
�>=�?@ is

_
given by
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Then, among all possible } ’s, we need to find ~
����� whH ich
minimizes the approximation error ��� ����������8� �W��� .´ Let us denote
th



e �
����� fo
�

r the ��� by ������� , a£ nd �K 8¡ ¢*£¥¤�¦ by
�¨§K©

, for the sake of
sW implicity. Notice that the ª�«�¬® is the index for the codebook and
th



e ¯K° is greytone scale factor.



Table 1: Bit Allocation

Planar ±³² ´¶µ ·W¸ to



tal
Approximation 3 3

¹
8 14 bits

Smooth º�»�¼�½ ¾K¿
Range Block 5 5 10 bits

Active À�Á�Â�Ã ÄKÅ
Range Block 4 5 9 bits

Table 2: Comparison of Results

Lepsøy’s Algorithm Proposed Algorithm
PSNR bpp PSNR bpp

Lena 32.0 0.53 32.0 0.41
Pepper 31.5 0.53 32.2 0.38
Boats 31.2 0.59 31.1 0.54

3.2. Decoding Algorithm

The decoding algorithm is much simpler than the encoding algo-
rithm. First, the planarly approximated image ÆÇ is reconstructed
with the quadtree information and the È³É�ÊÌË¶Í�Î*ÏWÐ .´ Secondly, twoÑ

1 Ò*Ó 2
Ô arO e generated from the ÕÖ using the spatial contraction op-

erator and the smoothing operator respectively. Lastly, each range
block is reconstructed using the codebook vector in these code-
books. The codebook vector is indexed by ×�Ø�Ù�Ú and transformed
by Eqs.(6)-(7) using the coefficients ÛÝÜßÞdàWá .
3.3. Parameter Quantization

For efficient transmission or storage, it is necessary to quantize the
coefficients [7]. Let us describe the issue relating to the quantiza-
tion in more detail.

The bit allocation is summarized in Table 1. The âWã coeffi-
cients representing the DC values for each range block are uni-
formly quantized with 8 bits between 0 ä 255,

å
and the æ³çßèêé¶ë�ì*íKî

coefficients are Lloyd-Max quantized employing the probability
distribution function obtained from test images. The index ï�ð�ñ�ò
is losslessly coded. Since 25 codebook vectors are searched for
encoding smooth range block, 5 bits are allocated to the ó�ô�õ®ö of
smooth range block. Similarly, 4 bits are allocated to the ÷�ø�ù�ú of
active range block for encoding 16 possible codebook vectors.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS

The proposed algorithm is tested on real grey level images. The
planarly approximated image ûü for the 512 ý 512 ‘Lena’ image
is presented in Fig 1 (quadtree structure is overlayed). In Fig 1,
it is observed that the highly detailed region, such as hair or edge,
is partitioned into small range blocks, while the smooth region
is partitioned into large range blocks. The codebooks

� þ
1 ÿ�� 2
Ô arO e

shown in Fig 2. It is also observed that the � 1 i
_
s highly detailed,

making it suitable for active range blocks. While the � 2
Ô eÎ xhibits the

form of curved surface, making it suitable for smooth range blocks.
Fig 3 shows the decoded ‘Lena’ from these two codebooks. Though
the region such as the shoulder is segmented into large range blocks

(1
�

6 � 16 or 32 � 32), the blocking effect is almost invisible in those
r	 egions, since, in our approach, these areas are encoded with the
smW ooth codebook � 2. It also appears that the degradation of edge
is not severe, considering its low bit-rates.

Table 2 compares the performance of the proposed algorithm
wH ith that of Lepsøy’s. It is seen that the proposed algorithm pro-
vi� des much better performance for ‘Lena’ and ‘Pepper’ images,
siW nce the smooth region in these images is coded efficiently with
l
	
ess bits. The ‘Boats’ image contains fine details, however, we can

aO lso see a slight improvement in this case.
V



arious simulation on other images also indicate that the pro-
posedÍ algorithm provides a better performance than most other
fra
�

ctal-based coders [2, 3], in terms of the subjective quality as
wH ell as the objective quality (PSNR).

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a novel fractal image compression tech-
ni¤ que, which does not require iteration at the decoder. We par-
titio



ned the source image with quadtree structure into the range
bl
�

ocks of variable size, by planar approximation. Then, two code-
books
�

were generated from the planarly approximated image. The
first codebook was generated by the spatial contraction operator
for active range blocks, and the second codebook was generated
by
�

the smoothing operator for smooth range blocks, respectively.
I
�
t was demonstrated that the proposed algorithm provides an

improvement in its performance, compared to the conventional
fractal coders [2, 3]. Moreover, the proposed algorithm is very fast
i
_
n decoding, since it does not require iteration at the decoder. The

optµ imization process will make the proposed algorithm comparable
to



the JPEG standard for still image compression. Also the further
r	 esearch should be extended to the development of the efficient
com� pression technique of moving image sequences.
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Figure 1: Planarly approximated ‘Lena’

(a
�

) � 1

(b) � 2

Figure 2: Two codebook for ‘Lena’

Figure 3: Decoded ‘Lena’, 0.41 bpp, 32.0 dB


